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GizMac Accessories Announces Titan Clear iPhone Case with Holster
Published on 12/04/07
GizMac Accessories, designer and manufacturer of innovative products for the iPod and
iPhone, announce their upcoming Titan Clear iPhone case with holster. Building on the
success of the Titan product line, GizMac has once again designed a creative solution that
should exceed customer expectations. GizMac's Titan Clear for iPhone is a protective case
that can be used alone or combined with the included quick release holster.
Torrance, CA - December 4, 2007 - GizMac Accessories, designer and manufacturer of
innovative products for the iPod and iPhone, announce their upcoming Titan Clear iPhone
case with holster.
Building on the success of the Titan product line, GizMac has once again designed a
creative solution that should exceed customer expectations. GizMac's Titan Clear for
iPhone is a protective case that can be used alone or combined with the included quick
release holster.
"We wanted the Titan Clear for iPhone to have the best form, function and value" explained
Mark Kirtner, Creative Director for GizMac Accessories, "So we delayed our release until
the Titan Clear had the best over all look, usability and price for our customers."
Well planned engineering from GizMac has produced an iPhone case that will protect as well
as impress. The Titan Clear case protects the iPhone with its tough, crystal clear
polycarbonate shell, but still allows the Apple iPhone's striking appearance to show
through. The addition of a thin film screen protector completes the Titan Clear case
protection by keeping the iPhone screen safe.
Retractable horizontal and vertical kickstands are built into the Titan Clear iPhone case.
These innovative kickstands can be used to adjust the horizontal and vertical angles of
the case for optimum iPhone viewing. Movies, videos, calls, messages and more can be
better viewed when the angle of the screen is adjusted for personal preference.
The rotating belt clip holster for the Titan Clear iPhone case is versatile and has great
style. Not only does the Titan Clear iPhone holster securely hold the case face out, but
also face inward for added protection of the iPhone screen. The Titan iPhone holster is
made of lightly frosted clear polycarbonate for a sleek look that compliments the Titan
case.
The Titan Clear for iPhone will retail for $34.99 U.S. and will be available in early
December. Additional details can be obtained on the GizMac Accessories website.
iPhone Case:
http://www.gizmac.com
iPhone Holster:
http://www.gizmac.com/Titan-Clear-iPhone/Titan-Clear-iPhone-Holster.html
iPhone Cases:
http://www.gizmac.com/iPhone-Cases-s/25.htm
Titan Clear iPhone Case:
http://www.gizmac.com/Titan-Clear-iPhone-Case-p/titanclear-iphone.htm
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GizMac Accessories, LLC is headquartered in the United States, designs and manufactures
innovative "Gizmos for Your Lifestyle." The GizMac team is dedicated to providing
solutions and support for the iPod communities around the world.
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